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the game is fun, but it's the variety that i like. there are different types of chickens and they do different things.
some chickens will shoot you with a laser beam, some will carry bombs, and some will jump out of the screen and
grab you. you can use your ship to shoot them down, or you can use the egg to destroy them. while you're in the

game, you can also use your spaceship to collect power ups. these can make your ship invincible for a short period
of time, make you superfast, or they can even make you invincible for a whole stage. after collecting five power
ups, you'll get a new ship. the main ship is the one in the picture. you will get the other five later in the game. i
would recommend this game for fans of arcade games or fans of shooting games, especially fans of galaga and
space invaders. the gameplay is great and the variety makes it fun. i like the way you can fly around the stage

using the keyboard or the mouse, and i like the way you can use the power ups to make yourself more powerful. i
would give this game 5 out of 5 stars. chicken invaders 2 is a good arcade game. it's fun, challenging, and pretty

addictive. they managed to make a great sequel to the first game, and i enjoyed playing it. i would highly
recommend this game to anyone who likes playing arcade games, or anyone who likes shooting games. in this one,

you fly your vessel towards a planet where you must rescue its inhabitants. you'll take on increasingly difficult
waves of chickens and asteroids that threaten to destroy earth. you can face the task alone or play with a friend as

you face the chicken menace. goofy graphics and sounds add an interesting touch to the good gameplay.
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